By MEREDITH McCULLOUGH

The United States Senate will have a bit of catching up to do this week after its 24-hour dormitory district work period, it had not yet voted on the National and Community Service Trust Act of 1993—a bill that would make it possible for individuals over 17 years of age to participate in up to two years of service in exchange for money towards postsecondary education.

The bill, which is a scaled-down version of what President Clinton proposed during his campaign, has undergone months of debate in both the House of Representatives and the Senate. The final version of the bill would allow for 20,000 individuals to volunteer up to two years of community service and receive up to $2,700 to off-set the cost of college tuition or job training. Participants would also receive a stipend and health and child-care benefits.

The House approved the version by a 275-152 vote before adjourning in early August, but the Senate decided to postpone its vote until after recess in order to review final changes that were made in a House/Senate conference committee.

The Senate has the measure under consideration at its Tuesday meeting. The proposal surfaced in Congress when a "army of 100,000 young people" in community service, each earning $10,000 a year toward higher education, was set.

"If we are truly to practice what we preach, Americans of every faith and viewpoint should come together to promote the common good," said Clinton in a campaign speech. "We should support the National and Community Service Act of 1993, which will make it possible for individuals to perform up to two years of service when in exchange for money towards postsecondary education."

The proposals that surfaced in Congress were significantly scaled down, both in the number of participants and in the amount of the education award, but the program's goals have remained the same: help rebuild American communities and get young people involved in communities to the nation's youth.

"It is the purpose of this Act to encourage community service, including educational, environmental, and public safety needs of the proposed service projects and organizations and to the extent practicable, provide the necessary funds to help with cleaning duties," according to the House/Senate Conference Report.

If implemented, the National and Community Service Act would authorize grants to states, local governments and nonprofit organizations to create community service programs and jobs.

One-third of the grants would go to states based on population levels, one-third would go to competitive proposals submitted by states, and one-third would go to federal agencies, other non-profit and for-profit groups.

Involvement would not be limited, however, to those who receive grants. The service projects and organizations already in place would also be eligible for funds.

The national service program would "expand and strengthen existing service programs with demonstrated experience in building the capacity of..." as well as access work processing and database.
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There’s a lot of fishing in baseball

There’s something about baseball and fishing. It’s all about realizing that a lot goes better slow, rhythmically, hypnotizing, almost monotonous. Like peeling away the shell of a peanut wrapped in the shell of a ballpark, success is time-consuming and the reward often slim.

In a country where information is instantaneous and history is what happened last week, baseball and fishing promise timelessness. They are national pastimes. They’ve been around in the United States as far back as most people alive can remember.

At one time they were both American and they define what it is to be American. They are constant in a country that continually seeks change. They are rhythmic in a world that seems to thrive on speed and flash.

But the greats of each sport understand that both baseball and fishing hold dear all that America keeps close to its heart: the American pastimes, the American traditions.

And if they haven’t, they’ve dreamed.
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Student tickets to go on sale for ‘Rudy’ premiere

Special to The Observer

A limited number of half price tickets for the gala premiere of Tri Star Pictures’ "Rudy" will be available to Notre Dame, Saint Mary’s and Holy Cross students.

"Rudy," filmed extensively on campus last fall and spring, is the first feature film produced with the University’s cooperation since “Knute Rockne: All-American” in 1940. The premiere will take place Wednesday, Oct. 6 at 7:30 pm at South Bend’s Morris Civic Auditorium and will include appearances by the film’s stars, a post-premiere party at Century Center and the Notre Dame Marching Band performing the original theme from the film.

Secondary balcony tickets are on sale to students now through Sept. 17 at the special price of $25, which includes a souvenir ticket and program and the post-premiere party. The premiere is a benefit sponsored jointly by Notre Dame and the city of Bend’s Center for the Homeless, which will be posted at LaFortune information desk.

Half-price tickets are available at the LaFortune Student Center. Students may also purchase premiere tickets at the regular price of $50 at the Alumni Association office in the Main Building.

Student Activities will offer some 200 third balcony seats for the premiere free to students through a lottery. The drawing for the tickets will be Sept. 30 and Oct. 1. The winners will be posted Oct. 2 at the LaFortune information desk.

With Sean Astin in the title role, "Rudy" reunites director David Anspaugh and writer Angelo Pizzo, who created the 1986 hit "Hoosiers." "Rudy" recounts the experiences of 1976 Notre Dame graduate Daniel (Rudy) Ruetigger, a walk-on football player who became a campus legend for his appearance in the last 27 seconds of the final home game of 1975, a win over Georgia Tech.

A transfer student who overcame numerous obstacles to attend Notre Dame, Ruetigger had spent two years on the football team’s scout squad before earning the opportunity to play in the last game of his collegiate career.

Rudy's 1975 moment of glory was reenacted for the cameras at halftime of Notre Dame’s victory over Boston College last November 7, with 59,000 fans in the role of extras.

Starring with Sean Astin are Ned Beatty, Charles Dutton, Lili Taylor and Robert Prosky. The producers are Robert Fried and Cary Woods. The executive producer is Lee Mayes, the director of photography is Oliver Wood and the production designer is Robb Wilson King. The editor is David Rosenbloom, A.C.E., and the music is by Academy Award winner Jerry Goldsmith.

We’re very optimistic about the future.”

There still were many signs of destruction. The windows in many homes were still boarded up and numerous buildings remained closed.

As he arrived in Homestead, Clinton was asked about a report in The New York Times that he was considering new measures to spur the still sluggish economy. "Anything I can do to stimulate the economy, I will," he said.

The president started off Labor Day touring Florida City and meeting with senior citizens and community leaders in Homestead, home to an Air Force base ravaged by the storm. He also planned a traditional Labor Day speech in Miami, stressing public and private partnerships.

Hurricane Andrew, packing 145 mph winds, took an astonishing toll on South Florida on Aug. 24, 1992. It left 41 dead, destroyed 47,000 homes and heavily damaged 53,000 more. Damage was estimated at a staggering $30 billion. The storm earned the distinction of being the costliest and most destructive natural disaster in U.S. history.

Today, 50,000 houses have been repaired, but thousands more are still being rebuilt. Many businesses are closed forever and an estimated 100,000 people have moved from the area.
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Clinton tours storm-devastated area

HOMESTEAD, Fla. -- A year after Hurricane Andrew left its mark as America’s most destructive natural disaster, President Clinton today toured residential neighborhoods being rebuilt but still showing severe scars from the storm.

"It looks a lot better than the last time I was here," Clinton said after walking down a street where homes were still being rebuilt with new roofs and windows. Leafless palm trees lined the boulevard.

Florida City Mayor Otis Wallace said federal relief programs "are having a very big impact on our community."

Bright blue skies and warm temperatures greeted the president, his wife, Hillary, and their 13-year-old daughter, Chelsea. They were accompanied by the first lady’s mother, Dorothy Rodham.
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Malloy continued from page 1

norance and loss of hope; and finally realization that the rights granted by the Constitution carry equally great and demanding responsibilities."

The open-ended national service initiative is rather unique in terms of a financial aid program, for participation is not limited to students who demonstrate monetary need. This aspect of the legislation was heavily opposed by both the House and Senate.

Edward Malloy, Malloy's testimony paralleled Fords remarks.

"The desire to serve should not be constrained by considerations of race, socio-economic status or religion. Service is not just for the rich or for the children of the elite. Service of our society and each should be encouraged to participate," Malloy said.

The program "cannot succeed if it does not draw from diverse backgrounds and more students come from poor young people, but would create a common bond among students."

The program's "finances, we've raised $1,000 million for the program to a cor

Springfield, III.

It could be the Anita Hill story. It could be the story of poor young people, but would create a common bond among diverse participants, according to House Education and Labor Chairman William Ford (D-Mich.).

Ford's remarks.

"The desire to serve should not be constrained by considerations of race, socio-economic status or religion. Service is not just for the rich or for the children of the elite. Service of our society and each should be encouraged to participate," Malloy said.

THE WASHINGTON POST

"Women of Service," a pilot program to a corporate sponsor to create a common bond among diverse participants, according to House Education and Labor Chairman William Ford (D-Mich.).

Ford's remarks.
A religious right how-to, from the pews into the precincts

Editor's note: The following is part two in a series.

By JOHN KING
Associated Press

VISTA, Calif. - If, as Pat Robertson says, it is time to bring God back into the schools, then once tranquil Vista and its "Policy No. 6019: Teaching Science" are destined to make history.

Inspired by victory in this San Diego suburb, religious conservatives across America are fighting to take over public schools. They are targeting school board elections, demanding curriculum changes, challenging sex education programs, pushing for prayer in the classroom and purging reading lists and libraries.

This is sophisticated politics: state-of-the-art fund-raising and mass communications supplemented by old-fashioned, vigilant foot soldiers recruited from evangelical, fundamentalist and other conservative churches.

It offers a revealing look at the strategy the religious right adopted in the aftermath of Robertson's failed 1988 presidential campaign: Pour resources into local politics, from school and library boards to county commissions and state legislatures.

"We're looking for men and women candidates who want to run for office — school board, dog catcher, anything," says Pat Garrland, the Christian Coalition's director in Georgia. "We're getting people from the pews into the precincts."

While low-turnout elections for school boards and other local posts are the immediate target, these groups also hope to develop a pool of candidates for higher offices. Already, the religious right and its allies have made inroads in a number of state legislatures: Pennsylvania, Montana, Idaho, Oregon and Washington among them.

Both the Christian Coalition and another religious right powerhouse, Citizens for Excellence in Education, are encouraging Christians to run for office and teaching them how to campaign.

"The Bible, being the only true source on right and wrong, should be the guide of board members," says CEE's Robert L. Simonds in his handbook on how to elect Christians to high-office. "Government from the presidency on down should be as permeated with Christians as it now is with secularists.

Citizens for Excellence in Education claims more than 3,000 of its members have been elected to school boards nationwide, but refuses to identify them.

People for the American Way, which monitors Christian activist political activity, believes that figure is inflated. But even this liberal group estimates CEE has elected more than 1,000 of its followers to school boards. It estimated that 40 percent of candidates backed in 1992 by Christian right organizations won.

"The school board stuff is probably the biggest growth industry in the right wing," said Michael Hudson, People for the American Way's Western director.

Vista, a growing middle-class community of 76,000 with a school population of 21,000, has become a battleground for Christian activists and opponents who emerged after Christians right successes in 1990 local elections.

The two camps are bitterly divided over Policy 6019, which the Vista school board adopted last month in defiance of its teachers union and state education guidelines. It requires schools to teach, as an alternative theory to evolution, that God created the Earth and its inhabitants in six days.

To local resident Ruth Steiner, the decision ignores the Founding Fathers and their "wisdom in building a wall between church and state."

The board's majority saw things differently. "We now have creationism on an equal footing with evolution," said Deidre Holliday, the board president. She is a member of the National Association of Christian Educators, sister organization to Simonds' neutrally named Citizens for Excellence in Education.

Similar efforts abound:
• In New York City, Catholic and black groups joined forces with Christian conservatives this spring to oppose the city's liberal education policies. Together they distributed 500,000 voter guides in 1,200 churches. The Christian Coalition says 66 like-minded candidates won.
• In Duval County, Fla. (including Jacksonville), the school board's conservative 4-3 majority adopted "Teen Aid," an abstinence-only sex education program that does not mention birth control.

NEXT: GOP being transformed by Christian activists.
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War and distance bond father and son

By ADA CERKEZ
Associated Press

SARAJEVO

It’s a story old as mankind, a story of an aimless son and a worried father, a tale of hardship and love.

Nedim and Maid Rizatovic were like many fathers and sons before war broke out in Bosnia four months ago. They couldn’t quite find the time to get to know each other.

Now they are like few others. Separated by hundreds of miles, they are bound by shared hardship. Maid, 23, strong and healthy, became other sons out of the country fighting in the trenches.

For months, he would pick up the canister, carry it a few steps along the street, go back for the can, then repeat the whole process.

Thus they survived together, the soldier son and the writer father.

“It is amazing how capable he is in civilization,” Maid said of his father. “But in this wilderness where there are no rules, he is helpless. He is perfect for a world where words count, but this is not a time for words.”

“Weapons are talking now, and I had to stand in front of the refugee,” Maid said. Finally, with winter coming, the crippled father moved out of Sarajevo to join the rest of the family in Germany.

Maid, who as a soldier had no choice but to stay behind, reread his father’s books and articles in Oslobodjenje, the main Sarajevo daily newspaper, and gained a deeper appreciation of him. His father was killed during the winter and told him to burn the furniture, and even his beloved books, to keep warm.

“Maid didn’t.”

The younger man did find himself a wife, 23-year-old Djana, whom his father has never met. But he is convinced that “she must be a good girl if my son decided to marry her.”

What remains for the relationship is reunion when the war is over.

“I’d like to see him again,” Maid said of his father. “I’d like to see him sitting next to a fireplace, reading and writing. I’m stronger, I’m a soldier. He is a poet. He was not made for war.”
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New ambassador faces old problems

By ANITA SNOW
Associated Press

MEXICO CITY

The new U.S. ambassador has been front-page news for weeks — not particularly good, either — and he isn’t even here yet.

After James Jones told the U.S. Senate he would be willing to pressure Mexico on such domestic issues as election fraud and government corruption, politicians and the press fretted that he would be an interventionist.

They have calmed down since, but intend to keep an eye on him.

“We think the statements were unfortunate,” Mario del Valle Fernandez, a legislator from the ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party, told The Associated Press last week.

“For us, these are domestic issues, issues of sovereignty. Mr. Jones needs to respect us and listen to our point of view. And he needs to be careful what he says.”

Mexico’s relations with American ambassadors often have been difficult. Jones says he will be different, but he may have to prove it.

John Gavin, who once held the job, likened it to walking through a minefield.

“I hope to show that I am a member of a new generation of political leadership that wants to develop a new relationship with Mexico,” Jones said.

Jones is scheduled to arrive in Mexico Tuesday to assume his new job overseeing the largest diplomatic mission.

Life has never been easy for U.S. ambassadors in a country that has an Intervention Museum dedicated to teaching children about how the Americans have tampered with Mexico over nearly two centuries.

The relationship of the two countries has been a complicated, contentious one over 2,000-mile border. Mexico has accused numerous U.S. ambassadors of meddling.

Historians blame Ambassador Henry Wilson (1909-1913) for the overthrow and execution of President Francisco Madero and Vice President Jose Maria Pino Suarez after Madero replaced dictator Porfirio Diaz, a U.S. ally.

Mexico’s rejection of John Hullled as ambassador was a pretext for the war with Mexico in 1846. The treaty ending the war in 1848, which ceded much of what is now the U.S. Southwest for $15 million, is viewed by Mexicans as a national humiliation.

“I understand that there are historical reasons for the positions they take,” Jones said of the Mexican press. “In the past, the United States has had a paternalistic attitude toward Latin America.”

“During my time in public service, I’ve found that the good stories about me make me feel better than I am and the bad stories about me make me feel worse than I am,” he said.

The Mexican press also accused current Ambassador Carlos Negroponte of being interventionist before he arrived in 1989.

Negroponte was accused of involvement in the Iran-Contra affair while ambassador in Honduras from 1982-85. He denied the charges.

Mexicans have not warred with all U.S. envoys. They loved Dwight Morrow (1927-30) for understanding their culture and helping negotiate the end of the Cristero War (1926-29). He endeared himself to Mexicans by playing poker with President Pitarroco Calles.

Charles Pfeiffer (1956-1969), the retired chairman of Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., arrived when relations were strained over immigration and drug trafficking. He signed several important treaties dealing with the drug trade and crime in general.

Gavin (1981-86), appointed by President Ronald Reagan, was an actor well-known in Mexico through movie roles. His fluent Spanish and degree in Latin American economic history gave him ready access to Mexican officials and helped arrange for U.S. assistance in Mexico’s economic crisis.

Still, the press accused the U.S. Embassy of meddling when one of Gavin’s deputies met with government and opposition politicians.

The new ambassador made trouble for himself by asserting that at least two Mexican governors’ marriages were “up to their elbows in the drug trade.”

The new ambassador’s credentials may be stronger. The first Mexican-American ambassador, also Mexican-American, met (1986-1989), had a Mexican distrust of U.S. ambassadors began with the one in 1927.

Poinsett eventually was declared persons non grata after suggesting that Texas, then part of Mexico, be sold to the United States.
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Arafat readies next step toward Arab support

By ZINA HEMADY
Associated Press

CAIRO, Egypt

Yasser Arafat brought his campaign to sell the PLO-Israel peace agreement to Egypt on Monday, over receiving lukewarm support in Syria. The agreement calls for Palestinian self-rule in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank town of Jericho — a small portion of the Arab land Israel has occupied since 1967.

Before arriving in Egypt, the only Arab country that has given wholehearted support to the plan, the PLO chief picked up endorsements for the accord from the Gulf Cooperation Council, a six-nation group led by Saudi Arabia.

It called the accord "a first step toward reaching a just, lasting and comprehensive settlement to the Palestinian problem and the Arab-Israeli conflict."

In Syria, Arafat met for six and a half hours with President Hafez Assad, who asked to study the plan more fully. The Palestine Liberation Organization took Assad's request as an expression of support, with reservations, a PLO official said in Cairo, speaking on condition of anonymity.

If Assad's backing materializes, it could help the PLO get a stronger and more secure approval for the plan from the PLO's ruling Executive Committee. Hard-line PLO factions based in Damascus are represented in the ruling body, and Assad has influence over them, although he does not control them.

The PLO Executive Committee meeting could begin this week. Israel has already approved the deal.

Radical Palestinian groups and even members of Arafat's own faction have said the agreement contains no guaranties for a Palestinian state and avoids dealing with the status of Jerusalem, Israeli settlements and the 3.5 million Palestinian refugees who live outside the occupied territories.

Muslim fundamentalist groups oppose Arafat. Arafat is expected to visit Damascus in Syria later this week. The PLO delegation will include Arafat's brother and other prominent PLO officials.

Israel.- After Arafat's visit to Damascus, Syrian Foreign Minister Fareuk al-Sharara went to Lebanon, apparently to try to soften Lebanese outrage over the PLO's separate deal with Israel. Israel was exchanging mortar fire with Lebanese missile launchers less than a week ago.

Sources at the headquarters of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine and the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine — the two largest groups in the PLO after Arafat's Fatah faction — said they rejected Arafat's request for meetings in Damascus.

In Egypt, Arafat was likely to have an easier time. Egypt's foreign policy is based on its peace treaty with Israel, which President Anwar Sadat signed in 1979, and friendship with the United States. Arafat and most other Arabs broke relations with Cairo because of that peace agreement.

The draft Arafat is ready to sign with Israel grants Palestinian autonomy in the Gaza Strip and Jericho. The land to be given up by the Israelis, the occupied lands, including Arab east Jerusalem, is left undefined for as long as five years.

Arafat was greeted at Cairo International Airport by Foreign Minister Amr Moussa and was to meet on Tuesday with President Hosni Mubarak.

Egypt was the first to establish full diplomatic ties with Arafat's PLO, which Sadat recognized and was to meet on Tuesday in Damascus. Arafat was the first to endorse the plan, and Moussa has urged the Arabs to support it as a springboard to eventual Palestinian control over all the occupied lands — the same agenda Arafat has been making.

Yael Singer, an Israeli negotiator, and an Arab source close to the peace talks who spoke on condition of anonymity said Israel and the PLO would sign near final agreement on letters of mutual recognition that would permit the peace plan to proceed.

Israel wants the PLO to amend a 1968 covenant calling for the use of armed force to supplant the Jewish state with a Palestinian state and the PLO to declare an end to terrorism and violence, including the nearly six-year Palestinian uprising against Israeli military rule.

Islamic groups between bullets and words

By NEIL MACFARQUHAR

JABALIYA CAMP, Occupied Gaza Strip

Wall slogans signed by Islamic activists scream for Jewish blood and prayer leaders oppose the gun as the only way to achieve a Palestinian state.

But Islamic activists in groups like Hamas and Islamic Jihad appear divided about whether to use bullets or just violent words will defeat the plan to split Palestinian autonomy in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank city of Jericho.

A minority argues that a guerrilla campaign against Israel and the PLO is the only way to destroy the Jewish state.

The others, while not ruling out guns entirely, think the limited scope of the plan combined with the corruption that has long plagued the PLO will sink Yasser Arafat in Gaza.

They could then use their already formidable strength in the fedayeen hierarchy of the refugee camps to win at the ballot box. "Seven years ago the Islamic groups had few supporters in Gaza. Now they have at least 50 percent," said Dr. Said Shawa, a 37-year-old veterinarian and Hamas supporter. "In the end the only realistic alternative is an Islamic state.

A few scuffles and scattered gunshots are the only violence to date. But threats hover everywhere. Banners say things like "To the sellers of Palestine: The bullet that shot at the heart of Sadat will be shot at your hearts," referring to the 1981 assassination of Egyptian President Anwar Sadat after he signed a peace treaty with Israel.

Wall slogans, the Gaza equivalent of a town crier, scream: "We don't recognize Gaza and Jericho and we will continue slaughtering the Jews until the last drop of our blood."

It's in sermons, too.

"The solution will come through the gun," Dr. Jamil Mutawa told followers at Ezzedin Al-Kassem Mosque.

In an interview, Mutawa said he would rally opponents by stressing the plight's flaws, not violence.

"We will resist fragmenting the Palestinian people," he said.

While Israel and the PLO have agreed on the plan's details, expected recognition between Israel and the PLO is delayed by its signing. Authorities are bracing for violence both from Islamic activists and from militant Jewish nationalists who think the plan betrays the biblical vision of Greater Israel.

Arab rejectionists attack the delay in discussing the status of Jerusalem, whose eastern sector fell to Israel in the 1967 Middle East war. They want it as its capital because it contains Al-Aqsa Mosque, the third holiest in the faith, and key secular institutions.

Mutawa said about 10 percent of the Islamic leaders preach violence, with an unwritten consensus among 90 percent that mosque rallies were enough to educate people against the plan.

"We are not talking about demonstrations," Mutawa said. "Demonstrate against who?"

Instead, they make fun of the PLO.

"Now everything has changed, even the name of the PLO. Now it's the Liberation Organization," said Shawa.

Islamic activists know they are battling three factors. First, Arafat retains hero status, a new brand of shampoo released this week in Gaza was even named after his wife, Soha.

Second, Israel's sealing the territories last March means the unemployment rate among Palestinians has soared above 70 percent.

Third, no one wants Israeli soldiers around.

But more than an Israeli withdrawal spells doom for the Palestinians, because it signals what goes against the basic strategy of Islamic groups.

"The Islamic opponents established a clear red line. They said, 'Go ahead and sign the agreement. We are not going to cut off your hands,'" said Ahmad Salim, a former activist.

"But in return you are not going to stop the continuing our armed struggle."

The release of the 400 deportees set for the border with Lebanon since last December, expected to be a major boost, will boost Islamic activists' cause.

Islamic leaders said they will get support from other movements in Algeria, Egypt and Iran.

"Everyone thinks Arafat is not entitled to negotiate over Palestine because this piece of land does not belong to him only, but to all Muslims," said Salim.

Fighters say they will shoot anyone who blocks them, including a Palestinian police force. Palestinian leaders have already killed more than 750 fellow Arabs suspected of collaboration during the six-year uprising against Israel's occupation.

Artistic wonder

A customer ponders a purchase at the art sale in LaFortune. The sale runs from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Notre Dame Room throughout the week.
By AMY LIGNITZ  
Associated Press

ENGLEWOOD, Colo. - When Ryan Link came home after a fight with his friends, he couldn't smell alcohol or any other substances, his friend said. He was foxing, his parents smelled his breath, it was gasoline.

Ryan, 17, was a "huffer" - someone who inhales fumes from gasoline, hair spray, butane, or any number of household products to get a cheap high.

When Ryan's parents sought help, their minister advised them to "make light of" their son's substance abuse. The family doctor and the high school counselor didn't know how to handle Ryan's problem, and other parents thought the Links made too much of it.

Parents and educators often dismiss the dangers of huffing, despite its prevalence, its lingering popular stereotypes and its potential deadliness, said Catherine MacIntyre, the director of the International Institute for Inhalant Abuse.

Nearly one-fifth of American high school seniors have tried to get high from some kind of inhalant, according to a 1991 study by the National Institute on Drug Abuse. Inhalants rank third as a popular choice among schoolchildren behind alcohol, tobacco and marijuana, but ahead of LSD and cocaine.

Of Colorado eighth-graders, 2 percent reported using inhalants at least once in their lifetime, according to a survey. Inhalants were also the drug of choice for many eighth-graders across the country, according to a University of Michigan study released this spring.

Inhalant institute officials say huffing is attractive to juveniles because it is cheap and the effects are legal. Worse, it causes more irreversible damage than other drugs, and can kill on the first try.

The problem crosses cultural, economic and social lines:

"MacIntyre recently got a call from a prevention specialist in Nebraska, who said kids there were caught huffing gasoline from baby-food jars. They had seen a similar story in the media.

"In Japan, where pressure to succeed scholastically is enormous and drug laws are strict, many teens huff. On New Year's Eve, one school girls leaped eight stories from an apartment building in Tamari in a group suicide attempt after sniffing paint thinner.

"In April, a 33-year-old mother of eight was found dying in a ravine near Golden, Colo. Officially she died of hydrocarbons, but health officials told her 10-hour huffing habit really was her cause of death.

"A 15-year-old, South Carolina girl ran her car off a road last September and killed two people. She told a judge she was too high from huffing she was unaware she had hit anything.

"Ryan Link said he huffed in the fifth grade. "I got introduced to it and thought, 'Heck, I'd try it,'" he said. Initially an infrequent diversion, huffing became a daily habit for Link.

"I didn't crave it," Link said. "It was just what we did when there was nothing else to do. We were bored.

"Ryan and four or more friends would hallucinate when they huffed; he said their hair seemed to change color. He once appeared as ugly as possible by wearing on top that didn't fit.

"Ryan's concentration and memory deteriorated when he was high. He told his father, Dick Link. His grades dropped 70 percent. He got a grade-point average in eighth grade to a 0.8 GPA in high school. As a result, he had to drop baseball, football and wrestling. He grew increasingly violent, kicking in doors and verbally abusing his mother, his father said.

"Link will be a senior at Berthoud High School this fall, and it has been 18 months since he huffed. His father credited MacIntyre's inhalant institute.

The 18-year-old institute is a clearinghouse for medical research and prevention programs. Dr. Neil Rosenberg, the institute's medical director, concentrates on research, while MacIntyre crosscases the country talking to students, police, emergency medical workers and parents. She frequently takes Ryan Link with her.

"We've heard over and over that the parents are relieved it's not cocaine," she said. "Parents think this is the glue-sniffing of the '60s, and it's not.

"Today, huffers don't merely spray an aerosol on their sleeves or in a paper bag to sniff it. They inhale butane directly from disposable lighters, or propellant straight from cans, Rosenberg said.

"Until a few years ago, huffing wasn't socially acceptable among teens.

"Now it's cool. It's hip. It's fun. Before, it was a trash drug," Rosenberg said.

"It's important to note the difference between sexual orientation and sexual behavior," Kincaid added. "Historically, society views homosexuality as an immoral behavior, and that's always been a criteria for removing a child from the home."

Alby Almanini, legal director for the National Center for Lesbian Rights in San Francisco, said she knows of no other case quite like this one.

"There have been cases where a child was raised by two lesbians, the birth mother dies and the partner is challenged for custody," she said. "The courts have struggled with this, but they have come down with different rulings.

"Usually, she said, the person seeking custody is the other parent. In Bottoms' case, the father and ex-bush are not involved.

"We've been watching a potential case closely watching a potential case where a judge this week will consider whether a woman may retain custody of her lesbian daughter's 2-year-old son.

"It is a highly unusual custody battle because it pits a nonparent against a mother whose only alleged parental shortcoming has been her sexual relationship. A trial is scheduled for Tuesday in Henrico County Circuit Court.

"Sharon Bottoms, 23, lives with her partner, 27-year-old April Wade. Kay Bottoms, 42, contends that fact makes her daughter unfit to be a mother.

"The question is whether a parent should be disqualified because of sexual orientation or lifestyle," said Donald Butler, Sharon Bottoms' lawyer. "We don't think the law should allow people to lose a child on that basis."

A different answer to the question Butler posed comes from Anne Kincad, spokeswoman for the Michigan Foundation for Conservative Action.

"We believe a mother should be the guardian of her child and the products themselves have a chemical effect on the brain," she said.

"The problem crosses the country talking to people of all ages. "I've been to schools in Texas, New York, Ohio, and California and find the same thing," she said.

"Inhalant abuse is an enormous problem, and it's growing," she said. "It's a problem that needs to be addressed now."

"Inhalant Abuse" is available at bookstores. The proceeds will go to the International Institute for Inhalant Abuse.

"It's tragic to see this happen to children," she said. "We need to do something to help them."

"If we're not doing something now, we'll be doing something later," she said.
Renault, Volvo announce long-awaited merger will be Jan. 1

Volvo will have veto power on major strategic decisions. The merger had been expected for more than a year. Two companies have cooperated on purchasing and development for more than 3 1/2 years and own large portions of each other's stock.

The merger brings together two national treasures. Volvo is Sweden's largest industrial company, while Renault is one of the most profitable and best known of the French state-owned companies headed for privatization within the next two years. Renault, which has become one of the most profitable automakers in Europe since a $1 billion acquisition of Nissan, is expected to raise billions of dollars a year from the so-called tax cap, but most people would not pay any taxes on their health benefits.

Workers' current health benefits would remain tax free even if they exceed the benefits in the Clinton health plan, a White House spokesman said Monday. The Clinton administration is expected to raise several billion dollars a year from the so-called tax cap, but most people would not pay any taxes on their health benefits.

Kevin Anderson, a spokesman for Clinton's health reform team, said Monday that employers will be able to secure permanent tax exemptions for health benefits their workers currently enjoy.

Clintons' plan does not envision any immediate cut jobs. But the leftists General Confederation of Labor, the largest union at Renault, said it would fight the merger because it might lead to foreign control over the company and jeopardize workers' jobs.

In a joint statement, the companies said the agreement will be valid for 25 years. Either party has the option to terminate the deal after the eighth year, subject to two years prior notice.

Renault Chairman Louis Schweitzer will be chairman of the new company. Volvo Chairman Peter Gyllenhammar is expected to be named chairman of the supervisory board.

The new corporate headquarters will be in southwest Paris. Volvo's maritime and industrial interests aren't included in the merger plan. The companies have complementary products and markets.

Volvo's sedans and station wagons, known for their boxy style and safety, are aimed at a different segment of the market and are popular in northern Europe, Britain and North America.

Renault makes a broader, less expensive range of automobiles with mass market appeal and is stronger than Volvo in southern Europe.

The Observer is now accepting applications for the following positions:

Business Writers

Experienced writers with business knowledge for the business page, contact Pancho or Meredith at 631-5323 for more information.

Welcome Back Everyone!

Come Check Us Out - NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!!!
Learn How To Ride Western Or English, Just For Fun, Or Compete If You Wish!
We Hope To See You At:
ND Activities Night - Tuesday, Sept. 7
SMC Activities Night - Wednesday, Sept. 8

The Observer
Majority rules not appropriate at a University

Has Notre Dame begun to lose its Catholic/Christian character? Did it offer my children (five Dumers and two underdnders) less contact with Catholic tradition than it offered me? When my oldest grandchild arrives in 2003 how will he know he's not at Duke?

There are few recognized measures of educational productivity. How do we calibrate religious character? In the "good old days" the Prefect of Religion counted heads at the confessional and these numbers to spike sharply upward before crucial football games. One might argue his utilitarian calculus, measuring faith as if he were a security guard, left us nowhere to go but up. In fact, such central institutions of a Catholic philosophy, the "majority," has a clear sense. Whether specific issues concerning the religious character of Notre Dame are equally vulnerable?

Major league baseball owners argue "business" when confronted with arguments about the "good of the game," the "good of the game" when confronted with arguments concerning the political-economic anomalies associated with their sport. Let those who "fear" the power of the majority in Catholic institutions prove themselves more consistent than baseball owners by telling us what new powers will be accorded Notre Dame faculty as a single electorate. Conversely, if the majority is impotent as a majority, and it clearly is, how can its religious affiliation matter?

ED MANIER

Majority rules not appropriate at a University

At Notre Dame flourishes as it never has. It will not be easy to replace the religious right with non-Catholics not become a majority at Notre Dame. Far more likely that, if they exist, they will decline because of Notre Dame's cultural and geographic isolation. It is strange to find "majority" used as it is in the most recent papal apostolic constitution urging Catholic institutions of higher education to pursue their role as spiritual leaders and concurrently to insure that non-Catholics not become a majority of their faculties. Nevertheless, our Colloquy for the Year 2000 concurs. The Clinton budget passed each house of congress by a single vote. In that context, "majority" has a clear sense. Which specific issues concerning the religious character of Notre Dame are equally vulnerable?

Major league baseball owners argue "business" when confronted with arguments about the "good of the game," the "good of the game" when confronted with arguments concerning the political-economic anomalies associated with their sport. Let those who "fear" the power of the majority in Catholic institutions prove themselves more consistent than baseball owners by telling us what new powers will be accorded Notre Dame faculty as a single electorate. Conversely, if the majority is impotent as a majority, and it clearly is, how can its religious affiliation matter?

ED MANIER is an associate professor of philosophy, and is spending the year at Harvard University in Cambridge, Mass. His column appears every other Tuesday.

GARRY TRUDEAU

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Priests are no more necessary to religion than politicians to patriotism."

John Haynes Holmes
1993-94 DIRECTORY
of UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
AND SAINT MARY’S COLLEGE

WELCOME!

The Center staff joins me in inviting you to spend a few minutes reviewing the opportunities outlined in these pages. Again and again we hear from alumni in law, business, medicine, engineering, counseling, etc., that many of their service, social action, and experiential learning involvements have been extremely valuable to them in their careers. Please explore the challenges open to you. Stop in at the Center or give us a call!

Frances Moore Lappe
Co-Director of the Institute for the Arts of Democracy

Michele spent eight weeks of this summer overseeing a swimming pool at a public housing project in our nation’s capital. She took a significant risk when she decided to spend her summer “learning about a whole other world.” She is well aware that the situation in which she has placed herself looks hopeless. “I run the pool. However, sweeping hundreds of thousands of shards of glass and knowing they’ll be there the next day sometimes makes things look hopeless. But then I didn’t expect to change things.”

What Michele did do was to begin to change herself. She will return to Notre Dame a little different than she was when she left. She will know more about despair and thus about hope. The risk that she took this summer was the beginning of this process.

Education, service, and the Center for Social Concerns is committed to helping Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s students find new ways to learn about themselves and the world. The Center offers a great variety of services and social action opportunities for students while they are here in South Bend and, during breaks and after graduation, in other parts of the United States and around the world. The Center welcomes you to come in and explore with the staff and student leaders options that would suit your interests and challenge you to take risks that will enable you to become helpful citizens of a more just society.

Kathy Royer
Coordinator, Service and Social Action Groups

SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY CELEBRATES CENTER’S 10-YEAR JOURNEY

What a wonderful way to show you care. So very glad you made the Northeast Neighborhood a part of it. The day was wonderful. Caring and sharing— that’s what life is all about!

This written message from a South Bend resident is typical of the feelings voiced by the many South Bend residents who accepted the Center’s invitation to “Come Celebrate With Us” on March 27 at St. Pats Center. The guests of the Center were those with whom the student volunteers worked throughout the academic year—the homeless, the disabled, residents of nursing homes, those who are targeted, etc. Student groups held extended invitations and hosted the guests. United Limo provided transportation, and the Center arranged for the food and entertainment. The Center’s anniversary year will include a faculty-related event during the Fall Semester.

UPDATE
ON SELECTED CSC PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES

1992-93

STUDENTS IN 30 SERVICE AND SOCIAL ACTION GROUPS
1600

1993

* URBAN PLUNGE (THEO 376) 372

1992-93

SEMINAR

APPLACHIA (THEO 361) 200

MEXICO (THEO 363) 12

LEADERSHIP (THEO 369) 12

CULTURAL DIVERSITY (THEO/SOC 362) 9

MIGHTY EXPERIENCED (THEO 364) 9

* Academic credit is available. See p. 4.
CSC groups and South Bend agencies

AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENT ALLIANCE
Volunteers - to work in service projects in South Bend. The AASA has pledged to serve the African American community in South Bend as they are able and where the needs are the greatest.
Student Group Leader: Terrance Porter - 634-3413

AIDS MINISTRIES COMMITTEE/AIDS ASSIST
Volunteers - to give social support to individuals who are HIV+ by providing support and help.
Student Group Leader: Elizabeth Caruso - 634-3490
Agency Phone: 234-2870

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Volunteers - for letter writing, petition signing, special campaign work, and informal discussions about human rights issues worldwide.
Student Group Leaders: Gregg Bohr - 634-6288
Honig Mai - 634-1511

ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY
Volunteers - are members of a national collegiate organization of Air Force ROTC members dedicated to interaction with the community.
Student Group Leaders: Sean Keene - 634-1206
T. G. Aranda - 634-1692

5 BEST BUDDIES
Volunteers - develop their relationships with persons with mild to moderate mental retardation by going to movies, sporting events, concerts, museums, and by participating together in recreational activities.
Student Group Leaders: Kathleen German - 634-2550
Michael Shea - 634-1102

6 BIG BROTHERS/SISTERS
Volunteers - to provide shared time and friendship between a student and a child.
Student Group Leaders: Karen Gunther - 634-1254
Mike Robson - 634-1751
Agency Phone: 232-9968

BROADWAY CHRISTIAN PARISH
Volunteers - to help with the Sunday meal-cooking, serving and cleaning up.
Agency Phone: 289-0333

CARDINAL NURSING CENTER
Volunteers - needed to visit residents on a one-to-one basis.
Agency Phone: 287-6501

C.A.R.E. (CAMPUS ALLIANCE FOR RAPE ELIMINATION)
Volunteers - are students and faculty/administrators from both Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. C.A.R.E. members make dorm presentations about rape on campus and sponsor rape support groups on campus.
Student Group Leaders: Stacy Jones - 634-4909
Michelle Cummings - 634-4841

CASH (COMMITTEE TO ASSIST HISPANIC)
Volunteers - to reach out to the Hispanic community of South Bend through a variety of service activities, educational programs, and cultural awareness projects.
Student Group Leader: Carol Smoller - 634-4144

CENTER FOR THE HOMELESS
Volunteers - work in many areas in the Center - manage the front desk, help with the serving of meals, work with the children and families and tutors and friends, work with the facilities at the Center or help with administrative or organizational tasks.
Agency Phone: 282-8700

CENTER FOR BASIC LEARNING SKILLS
Volunteers - tutor adults from 9:30-11:30 Monday through Thursday mornings at the Center for Basic Learning Skills in South Bend.
Agency Phone: 233-0165

CILIA (COMMUNITY FOR THE INTERNATIONAL LAY APOSTOLATE)
Volunteers - are a group of friends united to answer what we believe to be our Christian calling to love God in service to those in need. We follow this calling by working in the South Bend community for and with all sorts of people, from the young to the elderly. As a community, the focus is also international.
Student Group Leaders: Darren S. Cook - 634-1026
Jennifer Tilgman - 634-1992

COMMUNITY OF CARING
Volunteers - Commit to spending one hour per week at Clay Middle School with one of their programs which serve students with special needs.
Student Group Leader: Nwoma Nkemdi.

CORA, INC.
Volunteers - to develop one-to-one relationships with Corvilla residents. Corvilla is a home for persons who are mentally retarded.
Agency Phone: 289-9779

COUNCIL FOR FUN AND LEARN
Volunteers - work with learning disabled children every Saturday morning helping them to meet the specific goals and objectives of the program.
Student Group Leaders: Amy Mark - 634-4001
Shannon McCarthy - 634-4001

DISMA HOUSE
Volunteers - needed to cook for the residents on week nights. Students are also needed to live at Disma House.
Agency Phone: 233-8522

EL BUEN VECINO
Volunteers - tutor people in English and help them study for their high school equivalency. They also help with child care and work with mothers to teach money management skills and health and nutrition information.
Agency Phone: 287-7681

EL CAMITO DAY CARE CENTER
Volunteers - provide role models for young children from single parent families. Volunteers also assist regular day care instructors in planning and implementing their organized program.
Agency Phone: 232-0200

FIRST AID SERVICES TEAM
Volunteers - provide coverage for inter-hall sports, concerts, home football games, Art/Talent, Korean Review, campus runs, and any other ND/SMC activity that requests the team's services.
Student Group Leader: Glenn Cassidy

FOODSHARE
Volunteers - to deliver, in groups of four or five, the leftover food from the campus dining halls to the Center for the Homeless and Hope Rescue Mission in South Bend.
Student Group Leaders: Eric Engrace - 634-2054
Joe Cavigian

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Volunteers - to work on construction crews, to donate materials, and to provide meals for the work groups.
Student Group Leaders: Meghan Butler - 271-1663
John Jennings - 634-3463

HEADSTART
Volunteers - needed to work two hours per week with children on a one-to-one basis.
Student Group Leader:

HEALTHWIN
Volunteers - to make weekly visits to patients on a one-to-one basis.
Agency Phone: 272-0100

HISPANIC AMERICAN ORGANIZATION
Volunteers - to help the ND community understand and embrace the Hispanic American culture. Volunteers serve the Hispanic Community in South Bend through work with neighboring centers and a local parish.
Student Group Leader:

HOME MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Volunteers - to help with individual counseling for women in home management, finances, etc. They are also needed to help with child care.
Agency Phone: 287-5961

HOPE RESCUE MISSION
Volunteers - to serve meals to the homeless and destitute assisted with the majority of the facility, and visit residents one-to-one basis.
Agency Phone: 288-4842

HUGS (HELPFUL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS)
Volunteers - work with the Memorial Hospital Pediatric Intensive Care Unit.
Student Group Leader:

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
Volunteers - to assist with fund-raising for a variety of charities and to serve, e.g., at Logan Center.
Student Group Leader:

LA CASA DE AMISTAD
Volunteers - to tutor young people at La Casa after school. They are also welcome to help with recreational activities an immigration assistance.
Agency Phone: 232-2120

LEGAL SERVICES
Volunteers - to serve as intake workers. The program offers free legal representation to low-income persons.
Agency Phone: 234-8121

LOGAN VolUNTEERS
Volunteers - to assist with organizing games and doing crafts and project work and with Logan Center clients.
Student Group Leaders: Luke Williams - 634-1523
Juliet Dickmann - 634-4442

MADISON CENTER
Volunteers - for the Adolescent Day treatment program which assists emotionally handicapped adolescents to adapt to normal school and community life. Other programs include Offense Services, Children's Day Treatment and Children and Adolescent Tutoring.
Agency Phone: 234-0061

MILTON HOME
Volunteers - to visit residents on a one-to-one basis.
Agency Phone: 232-0165

MODEL UNITED NATIONS
Volunteers - to study and model international diplomatic exchanges and take part in trips to Washington D.C., Chicago, and New York for competitions with other school chapters of the Model UN.
Student Group Leaders: Molly Malloy - 634-4712
Drew Haffner - 634-2286

NAACP (NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLES)
Volunteers - sponsor round table discussions and occasional speakers to address various topics (e.g., Racism, Inequality, etc.) and plan a variety of social activities.
Student Group Leader:

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING SERVICES
Volunteers - to repair homes, to sponsor a Neighborhood Day which includes a cookout/picnic setting, and to assist in finding a home.
Agency Phone: 284-9001

NEIGHBORHOOD STUDY HELP PROGRAM
Volunteers - to tutor at a variety of centers twice a week for a one hour period each time.
Student Group Leaders: Dan Pasaez - 282-2879
Andrew Dinan - 634-1881

NISD (NORTHERN IOWA STATE DEVELOPMENT CENTER)
Volunteers - to work on a one-to-one basis with children from three to 19 on a variety of activities.
Student Group Leaders: Aaron Haddad - 634-4015
Bill Gourmire - 634-4085

Go to the People. Live among them. Love them. Learn from them. Serve them. Place with them. Start with what they know. Build on what they have. And when the best leaders leave The people will say, "We have done it ourselves." - Lao Tzu
40 NORTHERN IRELAND AWARENESS GROUP
Volunteers - to assist with activities which encourage a peaceful resolution to the conflict in Northern Ireland and address current injustices.
Student Group Leaders: Erin King - 634-2504
Bob Kubo - 273-1442

41 ODN (OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT NETWORK)
Volunteers - to raise the awareness of the Notre Dame community about issues that people around the world face on a daily basis, such as hunger and limited technology and healthcare.
Student Group Leader: Eric Bradley - 634-3036

42 PARKVIEW JUVENILE CENTER
Volunteers - to tutor, for recreational activities, mentoring and assist with social skills.
Agency Phone: 277-3070

43 PAX CHRISTI
Volunteers - to meet weekly to build community, to discuss issues of peace and justice, to engage in regular service work in the South Bend community. ND is a chapter of the international Catholic peace movement Pax Christi.
Student Group Leaders: Eric Zmardz - Lori Hanchin - 634-2805

44 PORTAGE MANOR
Volunteers - to pay regular visits to individual residents who have no family.
Agency Phone: 272-9100

45 REAL SERVICES
Volunteers - to assist older adults to maintain their homes, rake leaves, clean up yards and shovel snow in winter.
Agency Phone: 238-4950

46 RECYCLIN' IRISH
Volunteers - to organize throughout the dorms and facilities on campus the various efforts to recycle which include newspaper, glass, aluminum and now paper, plastic, and polystyrene.
Student Group Leaders: P. Eibon Shoag - 273-3920
Christoph D. Bane - 273-3920

47 RIGHT TO LIFE
Volunteers - to focus on the national abortion issue. Activities include weekly picketing at the Women's Pavilion, doors-to-doors in Washington, D.C. and a Right-to-Life week during the year.
Student Group Leaders: Karstina Illison - 634-2955
Christopher Dorda - 232-7315

Community Service Commissioners 1993-94
Alumni
Steve Senna 301 1164
Mike Shea 227 1102
Badin
Amy Fieder 607 2731
Cherlyne Keyes 347 3709
Breen-Phillips
Grace 308 1675
Cavanagh
Dillon 246 1735
Dale 279 3051
Farley 244 1735
Grace 254 4121
Fisher 227 4121
Dillon 134 4123
Eric Bradley 324 3036
Flanner
Grace 246 1075
Howard 244 4268
Keenan 246 2468
Knaack 246 3036
Knott 342 4981
Cavallah
Brandi Wilson 407 4758
Lewis 201 4353
Lyons 307 3861
Merriney 411 7828
Pangboen 120 3861
Paquelin East 201 2388
Paquelin West 201 2388
Portune
Kris Griffith 934 1511
St. Edward's
Jason Woodward 123 7900
Sandford
Diana 201 4730
Zahm 201 1306

48 SAFE STATION
Volunteers - to meet with the young people who are in residence at this temporary shelter care facility to help them with school work, be a listening ear and just "hang out."
Agency Phone: 284-9396

49 ST. HEDWIG'S
Volunteers - to help with tutoring and to provide stable role models for children who come from families that are in crisis. It involves one or two afternoons per week from 4:30-6:00 p.m.
Agency Phone: 287-0845

50 ST. MARGARET'S HOUSE
Volunteers - to help with children, answer the phone and serve as hosts for guests. Volunteers also help with literacy work, cooking, aerobics, spiritual groups and other activities that would be useful to the guests. The House is open to adult women and girls and boys under twelve.
Agency Phone: 234-7795

51 ST. VINCENT DE PAUL
Volunteers - to work in the thrift store to prepare used goods for sale. Anyone organizing a food or clothing drive can work through this grassroots organization.
Agency Phone: 234-6211

52 SALVATION ARMY
Volunteers - provide food for Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter baskets for families in South Bend. Student volunteers can "adopt" a South Bend family through the Salvation Army.
Agency Phone: 233-9471

53 SAVE (STUDENTS ADVOCATES VOLUNTEERS FOR THE ELDERLY)
Volunteers - to visit one-on-one with an elderly person. Volunteers make weekly visits to nearby nursing homes.
Student Group Leader:

54 SEA (STUDENTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION)
Volunteers - to promote awareness of environmental issues amongst the student body and the South Bend community. We cooperate with the Notre Dame Environmental Task Force and environmental groups in South Bend to create environmentally sound policies on campus and off.
Student Group Leader:

55 SLICE OF LIFE
Volunteers - to meet with 7 to 13 year old girls on Friday, 3:30 to 5:00 p.m. to discuss issues of concern to them.
Agency Phone: 232-4070

56 SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY SCHOOLS ADULT EDUCATION
Volunteers - to work individually with adult students who are studying for their GED or simply learning literacy skills.
Agency Phone: 238-2120

57 SOUTH BEND MEDICAL FOUNDATION, INC. VOLUNTEER BLOOD DONOR PROGRAM
Volunteers - to organize blood drives on campus.
Agency Phone: 234-4176

58 STEP (STUDENT TUTORIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM)
Volunteers - to visit the South Bend Juvenile Facility one night a week and to spend an hour with a resident completing work or talking about constructive topics. Resident are also given a Christmas Party and a Picnic in the Spring which is provided by STEP and the Facility.
Student Group Leader: Greg Butler - 634-1737

59 SUPERSIBS
Volunteers - work with children who have handicapped siblings.
Student Group Leader:

60 VOLUNTEERS FOR YOUTH
Volunteers - are varsity athletes who are matched with South Bend junior high school students to provide an encouraging role model.
Student Group Leader: Stephanie Porter - 634-4811

61 YWCA VICTIM OFFENDER RECONCILIATION PROGRAM
Volunteers - are trained as mediators. They arrange meetings between victims and offenders, mediate those meetings and report on their outcome to the YWCP Director.
Agency Phone: 282-2397

62 WOMEN'S CARE CENTER
Volunteers - needed to assist in welcoming pregnant women and couples and beginning the process of assisting them to gather the resources that they need to complete the pregnancy.
Agency Phone: 234-0363

63 WOMEN UNITED FOR JUSTICE AND PEACE
Volunteers - join together to educate themselves and others in order to grow in the power of their common sisterhood, to lead themselves to an understanding of their responsibilities in the world today, and to the action they must take accordingly.
The group seeks to spiritually nourish their peacemaking through fellowship in the manifestly Christian community of Notre Dame/Saint Mary.
Student Group Leader: Angela Walker - 634-4659
Jennifer Picoy -

64 WORLD HUNGER COALITION
Volunteers - raise awareness and support for the poor and hungry in the South Bend community and around the world. Volunteers aim to grow spiritually and mentally in their efforts to alleviate hunger, and to have fun doing it.
Student Group Leaders: Craig Antalos - 232-5287
Laura Swoyd - 634-4829

65 WORLD PEACE ACTION
Volunteers - attend meetings and discussions about world peace and participate in campus wide group demonstrations. They also sponsor lectures and forums about issues related to peace.
Student Group Leader: William Albertini- 634-4327
Elizabeth Trigg - 634-2666

66 W.Y.C.A. WOMEN'S SHELTER
Volunteers - to listen, provide transportation, tutor, work with children and to perform other important services.
Agency Phone: 232-9558

University of Chicago Sociologist William Julius Wilson met at the Center with members of the "New Urban Poverty Faculty Group" to discuss how the University might help raise the consciousness of our community about the plight of those trapped in the "new urban poverty." (Left to right: Don Spotneder [Architecture], John Roos [Government], Wilson, Kathleen Maas Weigert [CSC Faculty Liaison/Academic Coordinator].)
ACADEMIC COURSES/EXPERIENTIAL SEMINARS

URBAN PLUNGE

The Plunge is a 48-hour immersion into the kind of life most Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students have never seen. 373 students made an Urban Plunge during early January 1993. The purpose of the Plunge is to experience injustice, apathy and poverty; to increase awareness of people who are working to improve these situations; and to witness and reflect on ways to address Gospel concerns regarding the oppressed. (1 credit) Information Meetings will be held at the Center on October 6 (7:00 p.m.) and November 3 (4:30 p.m.).

Working Side by Side: APPALACHIA SEMINAR

Each semester break approximately 100 students travel to the Appalachia region of Kentucky and West Virginia. Students spend the week working side by side with the people of the mountains. Through physical labor and person-to-person contacts, students experience the cultural richness of the area and begin to understand and analyze the social forces that influence the lives of the mountain people. (1 credit)

An Insider's Look: WASHINGTON SEMINAR

Approximately 24 students travel each semester break to the nation's capital to explore pressing issues of the day from a variety of perspectives. In Washington, they meet with the decision-makers, members of congress, ambassadors and church leaders. On-campus preparation, on-site experience and follow-up reflection combine to create a unique learning opportunity. (1 credit)

CULTURAL DIVERSITY SEMINAR

This seminar explores the rich cultural heritage of Chicago's ethnically diverse neighborhoods and immigrant tradition. The corresponding problems of urban life and racism also are examined during the semester break experience. (1 credit)

WOMEN, CHURCH AND SOCIETY SEMINAR

This seminar is designed to acquaint students (during a week of involvement in Chicago) with the challenges of women in society and the church. This seminar studies gender issues and commitment to community and service. (1 credit)

LEADERSHIP ISSUES SEMINAR

The Leadership Issues Seminar is designed for students working in a leadership capacity promoting community service or social action. (1 credit)

OTHER SEMINARS include Migrant Experiences Seminar and East Africa and Holy Cross Mission Seminar. (1 credit each)

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

... include, as resources allow, service-learning trips to the L'Arche Daybreak Community in Toronto, to the rural south, and to U.S.-Mexico border region. Student leadership plays a key role in developing unique learning opportunities.

SUMMER SERVICE PROJECTS

The Summer Service Projects are eight week sessions of community service facilitated by Alumni Clubs all over the country. 142 Notre Dame students took part this summer. A tuition scholarship is awarded to each participating student. The scholarships are provided by Notre Dame Alumni Clubs and the James F. Andrews Endowment. Every project is different: students work in shelters for the homeless, soup kitchens, homes for abused children, spouse abuse shelters, Headstart programs, camps for inner city children, etc. (3 credits) Information Meetings for the 1994 SSS will be held at the Center on December 1 (5:30 p.m.) and January 18 (5:00 p.m.).

THEOLOGY COURSES

John McNeill, C.S.C., Ph.D. and Staff - Reading and reflection on issues raised by service experiences. Courses include: Church and Social Action, Theology and Community Service, Reflections on Service, Theology and Social Ministry. (3 credits per course)

OTHER JUSTICE AND PEACE COURSES

Study and analysis of contemporary issues of justice and peace. Jay Brandenberger, Ph.D. - Children and Poverty. Kathleen Maas Weigert, Ph.D. - Introduction to Peace Studies, Peace Movements in America, Homel十六ness in America, Power and Change in America. (3 credits per course)

PEACE AND JUSTICE PROGRAMMING

The Center sponsors or co-sponsors a variety of creative peace and justice programs throughout the year, including films, panel discussions, invited speakers and performances. Each opportunity focuses on an important issue of social concern (e.g., racism, poverty, the environment).

POST-GRADE Service OPPORTUNITIES

Workshops, seminars and other meetings enable seniors to consider the integration of their chosen careers and the advantages of a year of two of volunteer service, e.g., Peace Corps, Holy Cross Associates. Contact Mary Ann Roemer (631-5293).

SENIOR RAP-UP GROUPS

Approximately 150 Notre Dame and Saint Mary's seniors participate in senior rap-up groups. They gather approximately once a month in groups of eight or ten in a faculty or staff home where they plan and prepare a meal followed by informal discussion that focuses on the plans and concerns that students have as they approach graduation. Contact Mary Ann Roemer (631-5293).

ACADEMIC CREDIT AVAILABLE

The experiential and service learning seminars as well as the other courses listed on this page have been primarily developed and coordinated by Center staff. They are offered through these academic departments: Theology, American Studies, Gender Studies, Psychology and Sociology. Contact the Center for more details.

CSC AND CAMPUS MINISTRY COLLABORATE

The desire for a deeper integration of faith and action in the lives of Notre Dame students has led Campus Ministry and the Center for Social Concerns to work towards a more creative and public collaboration. In moving towards this goal, Rev. H. Thomas McDermott, C.S.C., (above) serves as Campus Ministry's liaison with the Center, and Eugene McClory is the Center's liaison with Campus Ministry.

THE FACULTY AND CENTER ACTIVITIES

Faculty participate in Center programs in two basic ways. First, they serve as resource persons for many of our programs. Some are speakers or resource persons for our experiential learning seminars. Others serve as Urban Plunge facilitators, opening their homes for an evening discussion that provides students an opportunity to reflect on and begin the analysis of their Urban Plunge experience. Some host the Senior Rap-Up groups, groups that meet in the faculty's home four or five times in the spring semester to converse about their undergraduate years at Notre Dame and to examine how social concerns are, and will be, integrated into their lives upon graduation. Others serve as advisors to the many service/social action groups, etc.

Second, they participate in programs held specifically for them. There is an annual faculty workshop, to be held in January, 1994, with the emphasis on "Experiential Education on Social Concerns." There are reading groups, Urban Plunge for faculty, and other opportunities, such as the new "Faith and Professional Life" series co-sponsored with Campus Ministry.

Faculty interested in getting involved in any of these opportunities may contact Dr. Kathleen Maas Weigert (631-5319/5322).

Center facilities include . . .

- a coffee house
- a large multi-purpose room
- seminar rooms
- a resource room
- a library
- a reflection room

Contact the Center receptionist (631-5293) to reserve rooms for lectures, films, liturgies, meals, and other gatherings.

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

Current information on Center programs and activities is available throughout the year in The Observer, through the CSC Newsletter, mailed quarterly to Center alumni, and other Center publications. This paid advertisement is made possible through the cooperation of:

* The Observer staff who assisted in its production.
* Notre Dame Student Government, which partially defrayed the cost.
* The student groups that provided a writeup on their organizations.
* Center Staff who shared material on their programs.

And you, the reader, whose interest and followup make all of this worthwhile.

Thank you.

Eugene J. McClory
"I was eating as much as three hamburgers, a box of chicken nuggets and two McDonald's apple pies in one sitting. Sometimes, I would drive from one drive through to another drive through looking for a wallet that everyone place having vour meal deals, and my sister would come home from school already burping."

Bingie started purging last at all high school and her first year at Notre Dame.

"I never went to dinner with roommates, or friends, but they thought I was just home-sick," Susie explained. "I hated eating in front of people because I thought they would figure something out."

Susie remembers eating all of eighteen meals in the dining hall her freshman year.

"I spent entirely too much money at the mall," she said. "I would pretend like I had a list, like orders for all my friends and then I'd take the order into the restroom and just eat it."

A lot of times I would order pizza to another dorm and meet the pizza driver before he could call to the room.

"He could sense that I was eating a lot of problems, as well as eating bulimic, but her eating habits were strange," she said.

Together, Susie and her friend conquered her bulimia. It took nearly two years to completely rid them of the problem.

Some haven't been as fortunate as Susie, if her situation was unknown, that was not enough for Susie.

For Susie, the only solution she understood was no consumption at all.

"I began binging and purging the little food I did eat," Susie said. "Then I started saying "Hey, at this rate, I could eat a whole lot more and still not have it affect my body." It could realize that, I am in a lot of trouble."

Susie started to "scarf food down," she said.

"I was eating as much as thirty hamburgers, a box of chicken nuggets and two McDonald's apple pies in one sitting. Sometimes, I would drive from one drive through to another drive through looking for a wallet that everyone place having your meal deals, and my sister would come home from school already burping."

Sue was in the clear.

"It was really unhealthy. One night in high school, I had forced so much food out of my system that I passed out. I passed out and my parents had to take me to the hospital," she said.

Melanie has been purged from the scene in high school.

"I just got really weak sometimes, and faint. They say not oxygen isn't getting to my brain due to the lack of food."

Melanie also has irreversible damage in her esophagus.

"I know I'm literally killing myself," she said. "I can't seem to stop. Some people don't understand the disease of bulimia, explained. "They think it's so easy to just quit. It's not that easy. They don't think of the psychologi- cal problem and it needs the proper treatment."

Melanie currently sees a counselor twice a week. "She has really helped me, it's just been a long way to go," she said. "I don't know if I'll ever be cured," she said.

Bulimia is an increasing problem among college women today. If you or someone you know has symptoms of bulimia, both counseling centers of Notre Dame and the hospital are available to assist with the problem.

Get help, please.

SOMETHING COMMON BEHAVIORS ASSOCIATED WITH BULIMIA

- Binge eating in large amounts, several days a week.
- Binge eating on highly processed carbohydrate foods, often foods containing refined flour and sugar.
- Experienced difficulty withdrawing from these substances due to what seems like uncontrollable physical cravings for more.
- Unable to control the amount of food eaten.
- Spent 27% of time thinking about food, demonstrated by frequent recurring thoughts about buying, preparing, and eating food.
- Fear of becoming fat.
- Preoccupied with trying to lose weight by exercising, going on a strict diet or acting as a binge/purge, often in secret.
- Feel frustrated and discouraged because you once lose weight you find yourself back in the binge/purge cycle.
- Look in the mirror and are constantly criticizing your body.
- Become involved in relationships with emotionally or physically abusive mates.
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Anderson to start, Carrier accepts blame for Bears' loss

By JOE MOOSHIL
Associated Press

LAKE FOREST, Ill. — Finally, Neal Anderson will start at tackle for the Chicago Bears on Sunday against the Minnesota Vikings.

Coach Dave Wannstedt made it official when he said Anderson would start at right tackle in place of injured Woodrow Hamilton because of a hamstring injury throughout the preseason, which would stop.

There had been speculation throughout the past two preseason games as to whether Anderson would play in any of the last two preseason games, but it never materialized.

Wannstedt, who lined up at wide receiver on the fourth play of New York's 26-20 loss to the New York Giants, could have been used at tackle. But Wannstedt added, "I felt Darren Lewis deserved their right to start and play. I am not down on Darren, but I feel we need production at that position."

Lewis carried seven times and gained only 13 yards while fullback Roosevelt Jones carried 13 times for 51 yards.

Under normal circumstances, Anderson would have been playing at that position in every practice last week. I just didn't play that much in practice, so the next couple of days in practice he's going to get into the game to do some things, I feel good."

And if Anderson can regain his form of two years ago, he and Jones will be a force to be reckoned with the Bears a sound ground attack.

But Anderson, who has three straight 100-yard rushing seasons, slipped to 74 yards in 1992 and 75 yards last season. It got to the point where former coach Mike Ditka didn't run him in the last four games.

Anderson has 131 100-yard games but none since the 1990 playoff game to New Orleans.

Despite the confusion in the defensive secondary in the loss to the Giants, Wannstedt said he saw many positives. He praised quarterback Jim Harbaugh, receivers Tom Waddle, Terry 0'Quinn, Wendell Davis and Curtis Conway.

He also praised Heyward and Jackson because of Trey Dunn's knee injury.

Heyward could give the Bears a happy trip with Jacy. He competed well and played with a lot of confidence," said Wannstedt. "I was very happy with the kicking game, and that bothered me most was the breakdown in communications in the defensive secondary that led to New York's winning touchdown with 1:07 to play.

"We have to get our guys in quicker," said Wannstedt, who last year made the calls himself as defensive coordinator for the Dallas Cowboys.

"A year ago I'd see it (the situation), make the call, and we'd get it done," said Wannstedt after the game against Mark Jackson, Blaylock can't do it anymore because there is a lot of pressure."

There was more confusion on the pass interference play that set up the 1-yard winning touchdown pass from Pro Bowl to Jarrod Bunch.

Cornerback Anthony Blaylock was called for pass interference against Mark Jackson, Blaylock can't do it anymore because there is a lot of pressure."

"I felt worse than anyone when I make a mental mistake," said Carrier. "A lot of people count on me. The system is new, but I'm not a rookie."

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., at the Northwest Observer, 541 S. 2nd St., Suite 200, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49007. Deadline for two-day specials is 5 p.m. All classifieds must be prepaid. The charge is $1.00 per word, per insertion. Checks must be made payable to Observer Classifieds. The Observer will not be responsible for grammatical errors in classified ads. The Observer reserves the right to cancel or refuse classifieds at any time, for any reason.
WIN $5,000* EVERY DAY FOR DOING WHAT YOU’D DO ANYWAY:

CALL YOUR PARENTS COLLECT.

It's as easy as dialing 1-800-COLLECT,* instead of zero, when you make a collect call.

It's the 1-800-COLLECT $5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY. Just complete your collect call between August 30 and September 28, and you'll have a chance to share $5,000 with the person whose number you're calling.

Call as often as you like. There are winners every day.

You'll also save up to 44% with 1-800-COLLECT. It's America's Inexpensive Way To Call Someone Collect.* Use it every time you make a long distance collect call. That's all there is to it.

Bet you call Mom and Dad more than ever.

THE 1-800-COLLECT $5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY

*1-800-COLLECT $5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. ALL ENTRANTS ARE BOUND BY COMPLETE RULES WHICH ARE AVAILABLE BY CALLING 1-800-COLLECT FOR EACH DAY FROM 9/30/93 THROUGH 10/2/93 (30 DAYS). 1-800-COLLECT WILL GIVE AWAY A GRAND PRIZE OF $5,000. TO ENTER BY MAKING A 1-800-COLLECT CALL: Each time you make a 1-800-COLLECT domestic telephone call before the U.S. and Puerto Rico during the promotion period indicated, and the collect calling charges are accepted, you and the associated or company whose name appears on the telephone bill will be entered into the number called there after unless to 1-800-RECIPIENT and eligible to be randomly selected to win the daily prize of $5,000. There are a limited number of prizes that may be won during the course of the promotion, and the specific prize giveaway date and time of day will be indicated for each daily prize. To enter by mail: Print clearly on the top of an envelope: Your name, address, telephone number on a plain piece of 3" x 5" paper and mail it in a hand-addressed envelope, with first-class postage affixed, to 1-800-COLLECT Giveaway, P.O. Box 4299, Blair, NE 68009. IMPORTANT: ON LOWER LEFT-HAND CORNER OF MAILING ENVELOPE, YOU MUST PRINT THE SPECIFIC DATE OF THE PRIZE GIVEAWAY SPECIFIED ON THE FRONT OF ENVELOPE FOR WHICH YOUR ENTRY IS DESIGNATED. Enter as many times as you wish for as many days as you wish, but each entry must be mailed separately. No mechanically reproduced entries permitted. Entries must be received by 5 business days after prize giveaway date indicated on your mailing envelope to be eligible for that daily prize.

1. SELECTION OF WINNERS: Each daily entrant will be randomly selected from among all eligible 1-800-COLLECT telephone call entries and all eligible mail entries received for that day's giveaway. Random selection will take place 6 days after the specific prize giveaway date. Odds of winning a prize will depend on the number of eligible 1-800-COLLECT telephone call entries and all eligible mail entries received for that day's giveaway. It's easy to call collect, but it's even easier to win. There are winners every day. Random selection of winners will be conducted by Blair, Inc., an independent judging organization whose decisions are final. By participating in this promotion, entrants agree to be bound by the Official Rules and decisions of the judges. COMPLETE rules are subject to any requirements or limitations that may be imposed by the Federal Communications Commission.

2. PRIZES: 1 Grand Prize per day of $5,000, divided equally among winners, $1,570, $1,500, $1,400, $1,000, $900, $800, $600, $500, $400, $300, $200, $100, $75, $50, $40, $30, $25, $20, $15, $10, $5, $2, $1. Prizes are non-transferable, non-assignable, and no substitution permitted. Chance of winning any prize is based on the number of eligible entries received for that day's giveaway. Void where prohibited by law. All federal, state and local taxes are the sole responsibility of each winner. Sponsor's employees directly involved in the solicitation and implementation of this promotion and employees of its advertising and promotion agencies, and their immediate family members and those living in the same household of each are not eligible for any prize, either as an entrant or designated recipient. Neither potential winner of a daily prize is eligible, per the above, that entire $5,000 prize will not be awarded. Visit where prohibited by law. No substitution or transfer of prize permitted. All federal, state and local laws apply. For further information: Blair, Inc., 2725 Congress Ave., Oklahoma City, OK 73105. PARENTNEL ADVERTISMENT
Round of 16 not too sweet for Martina Navratilova

By STEVE WILSTEIN
Associated Press

NEW YORK

The sad look in Martina Navratilova’s eyes, the weak, final wave to the crowd, the disgust in her voice, all told the story.

U.S. Open fans hated to hear.

Suddenly, she was gone in the round of 16 Monday, beaten by Helena Sukova.

Navratilova was there to stop Navratilova’s bid for a Grand Slam in the tournament’s history, dating to 1987.

Navratilova, a month shy of 37, was the oldest player in the Open. Navratilova was a bit too slow.

Serves weren’t falling,

To have the chance and the

It doesn’t matter how much you

Navratilova was a bit too slow.

Navratilova’s eyes, the weak,

Navratilova for so many years.

I didn’t let

Nineteen years ago, Sampras

With the agility and sharpness

Navratilova to win a fifth

in the tournament’s history.

I didn’t make one lob.

I felt like

Navratilova wanted her to win a fifth

in the round of 16 Monday, beat­

Navratilova to win a fifth

in the round of 16 Monday, beat­

Navratilova’s bid for a Grand Slam, in 1984 at the Australian Open, and end her 74-match winning streak.

Navratilova lost in straight sets Monday to Helena Sukova in the quarterfinals of the U.S. Open.

Navratilova’s bid for a Grand Slam in the tournament’s history, dating to 1987.

Navratilova, 6-foot-2, with long pipestem arms, who had the lucky net cords, the shots that nicked the edges of the lines, the calls that went her way.

Navratilova needed all that luck.

She had been out 2 1/2 months this year with a broken foot, and she was the second oldest in the tournament at 28.

And just like that, in 1 hour, 23 minutes, Navratilova was gone like so many other top players in this Open.

This loss, Navratilova said, makes her think about quitting tennis. And it makes her think about fighting back, going for a championship once more.

“Unfortunately, all those things go through my head in the match,” she said. “It doesn’t matter how much you win. You want to win one more time. I had a chance here and I blew it. It’s like a drug. You want to taste it one more time. It’s not like I need it. It would be a nice way to go. I know my game is there. My mind won’t let me perform. That’s what aggravates me, and why I hang my head on the wall.”

In other women’s matches,

Slam, is trying to regain the No. 1 ranking he

Among the men, Pete Sampras and Michael Chang set up a quarterfinal match and get to ruminate on old times.

Navratilova was playing golf. They weren’t

Navratilova lost in straight sets Monday to Helena Sukova in the quarterfinals of the U.S. Open.
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TENNIS Tuesday, September 7, 1993

Martina Navratilova lost in straight sets Monday to Helena Sukova in the quarterfinals of the U.S. Open.

Hollahan will be at the LaFortune Center Tuesday and Wednesday from 10:00 to 2:00. Stop by or call 1-800-945-3088.
SPORTS BRIEFS

Men’s tennis tryouts begin Thursday September 9. Tryouts for all walk-ons will begin at 3:30. Anyone interested in trying out should contact the tennis office at 1-4131 or 1-4841.

Women’s tennis tryouts will be Thursday September 9 at 3:00 at the Courtney Tennis Center. Anyone interested in trying out MUST contact the tennis office at 1-4149.

Our Dame Sports Information is looking for volunteer help for the 1993-94 academic year. Our office handles statistics, press releases and media guides for all Irish varsity sports. For more information, call Rose at 631-7516.

Any St. Mary’s College students interested in trying out for the women's basketball team should attend a meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 7 at 4:30 p.m. in the Angelo Athletic Facility.

Anyone living off-campus who is interested in playing men’s intercollegiate football should meet at Stepan Field on Tuesday Sept. 7 at 4:30. If you have any questions call Matt at 273-8859.

ND Rugby Club practices everyday at 4:15 at Stepan Field any interested in coming must bring a mouthpiece and cleats.

The Notre Dame Hockey team will silk screen your clean, plain T-shirts and sweatshirts at Student Activities Night, free of charge.

All track athletes interested in the indoor or outdoor season, there will be a meeting on Sept. 9 at 4:30 in Loftus.

Women’s safety and self-defense Course objective is to expose women to basic self-defense techniques as used in real-life situations. Classes begin Monday, September 13. Ten sessions on Mondays and Wednesdays, 6:30-7:45 PM, Rockne Room, 219. Class size is limited and open to students/faculty staff and requires a $9.00 fee. For more information call 631-6100.

Shorin - Ryu Karate - Students are instructed according to Okinawan techniques. Classes begin Monday, September 13, and run through the semester on Mondays and Wednesdays, 4:30-6:00 and requires a $15.00 fee. Demonstration: Wednesday, September 8, 5:00 PM in Rockne 301. For more information call 631-6100.

SCUBA diving course - YMCA lifetime certification. Classes begin Sunday, September 12. Seven classroom and pool sessions meeting on Sundays 3:30-7:30 PM. Important Information meeting Wednesday, September 8, 6:00 PM in Rockne 218. For more information call 631-6100.

Biathlon - 1½ mile swim and 2 mile run. Saturday, September 11, 10:30 AM at St. Joe Beach. Three divisions: Varsity, Non-varsity, and Team. Register in advance at RecSports. For more information call 631-6100.

SPONSORS

By RUSTY MILLER

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)

According to NCAA rules, Ohio State players may devote 40 hours a week to football.

John Cooper

Coach John Cooper talked Monday as if he'd like to - take all of his players working on preventing 12th-ranked Washington from wreaking havoc on his quarterback Saturday night.

"We're going to have to spend hour after hour after hour this week pass-protecting," Cooper said. "Not only blocking the guy across from you, but having a scheme where we can pick where the rushers are coming from and on each particular pass we try to throw.

Both teams are 1-0, with 16th-ranked Ohio State pounding overmatched Rice 42-7 and Washington gaining a measure of revenge over Stanford and coach Bill Walsh with a surprisingly easy 31-14 lashing of the Cardinal.

Walsh had made negative statements about the Huskies in light of NCAA and Pac-10 Conference sanctions. Washington is banned from bowl games the next two years and cannot await a visit from the Irish.

Those answers would include quick-hitters, the draw play, screen passes and the shorter, quicker pass routes.

Ohio State's insurance policy is backup quarterback Bret Powers. Powers played against Washington, which went on to win the national championship while a quarterback at Arizona State two years ago.

Powers hit 2-of-6 passes for 102 yards with one touchdown and one interception against Rice.

Washington’s new head coach is Jim Lambright, named to take over when James resigned. Lambright was the Huskies’ defensive coordinator for the last 16 years and oversaw the change to a head-hunting, quarterback-sacking defense.

"We’ve tried to design a defense that gives a quarterback in the face of the Washington rush," Lambright said. "You all know how much Bill Walsh knows about the passing game and pass blocking and schemes," Cooper said. "Their quarterback was running for his life. He did not have time to look in the pocket. You are not going to take the set up in the pocket if this guy’s covered, then you’re going to look over there and throw the ball. That doesn’t happen.

“You’d better set up and throw it and throw it in a hurry, or do one hell of a job of protecting your quarterback because they flat get after you. "Usually they’re going to throw four rushers out one side. Your problem is determining what side those four are coming from. Are they coming from the back, the front or the middle?"

Ohio State quarterback Bob Hoyer completed 13 of 22 passes for 144 yards with a touchdown and no interceptions against Rice. He was sacked once and hurried a couple other times, while Ohio State’s ballyhooed defensive front did not have a sack.

"I’ve got to figure out on any line­man to get the job done," Hoyer said. "Then I have to drop back and make some plays. It won’t be like it was Saturday. I’ve got to make my decisions.

Washington’s new head coach is Jim Lambright, named to take over when James resigned. Lambright was the Huskies’ defensive coordinator for the last 16 years and oversaw the change to a head-hunting, quarterback-sacking defense.

"We’ve tried to design a defense that gives a quarterback
More than a few hearts skipped a beat when Joe Montana was escorted to the X-ray machine with a wounded left wrist.

"I knew it wasn't that bad because I threw the next pass," Montana said. "I could've kept throwing and I probably could have gone back in. Just told them it was a little sore and it was starting to swell a little, and they wanted to grab some X-rays."

It was a day that Montana threw precisely — everything and more that Peterson and Hackett could have hoped for, even though the Bucs showed they have a long way to go before becoming competitive.

Montana completed his first nine passes and finished 14-of-21 for 246 yards and three touchdowns.

The Chiefs had limited Montana's throwing during training camp — he only threw in the afternoon — and when he was hurt with the game clearly won, there was no way that he would play again.

"No way we're going to put him back in there," Peterson said. "I told Marty we ought to have an automatic rule that Joe doesn't play if we're up by 21 points in the second half."

The Chiefs might be the rich¬est team in the NFL at quarter¬back with Dave Krieg, the longtime Seattle veteran who played every down for Kansas City last year, as Montana's replacement. Krieg completed 4-of-5 passes for 34 yards.

"(Montana) was wanting to go back in but I said no," Schottenheimer said. "I told Dave Krieg when (Montana) got here, 'We'll need both of you.' And we will."

Montana will be back Sunday when the Chiefs play Houston. Peterson was happy with the first return on his gamble. So were Schottenheimer and Hackett.

"I thought he threw it pretty good," Schottenheimer said tongue-in-cheek.

"The production was there, but that's his game: comple¬tions," Hackett said.
Faltering Toronto opens door for AL East contenders

Associated Press

By JIM DONAGHY

The Toronto Blue Jays were supposed to make a runaway in the American League East. Going into the final four weeks of the season, they show no signs of doing that.

They thought they would get a little lead with a 10-game road trip to Seattle, Oakland and California. But they lost three of four at the Kingdome and were swept at Anaheim over the weekend to finish 4-6 on the trip.

"You can't get frustrated about who beats you," Toronto second baseman Roberto Alomar said. "They're a big-league team. They're trying to win. There's nobody to blame."

Second baseman Devon White said. "We haven't consistently put pitching and hitting together all year," manager Cito Gaston said. "And the whole year, we haven't had a month of good pitching. We're fortunate to be where we are, considering all the changes we've gone through since last season."

If the Blue Jays' pitching doesn't improve down the stretch, it's unlikely they will win unless the Yankees and Blue Jays are falter. Toronto finishes the season with four games at Baltimore while the Blue Jays play Detroit at home.

On their last homestand, the Blue Jays lost two of three to Seattle before taking two of three from Cleveland.

LAST CHANCE!

FULBRIGHT COMPETITION

1994-95

Attention Current Seniors!!!!!

If you are interested in graduate study and research abroad, don't miss the informational meeting

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7 - 7:00 p.m.

131 DeBartolo with Professor A. James McAdams, Advisor

Welcome Students

BAPTIST Student Union

Bible Study - Fellowship - Fun

September 13 - 7 p.m.

at the Center for Social Concerns

255-8988

2730 Lincoln Way West

Join Us!

Lock and Cable with purchase of bike under $300

expires 9/30/93
Sanderson helps Giants cling to NL West lead

By WENDY E. LANE
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO

In his last three starts, Scott Sanderson bore no resemblance to the pitcher that lost 10 straight decisions.

Waived by California after dropping nine in a row, he pitched six shutout innings Monday in San Francisco's 4-1 victory over the Pittsburgh Pirates as the Giants returned home trying to hold on in the NL West.

Sanderson helped the Giants widen their lead to three games over Atlanta, which the Angels on Aug. 3, manager Dusty Baker said.
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"Burkett been strong since then, giving "Burkette enough to figure out what's wrong with Roger Clemens.

Some batters say he's not throwing as many forkballs. Others say they're seeing fewer fastballs. Scouts claim he's lost confidence in his curveball. Opposing managers say he's lost his control. Fans wonder if he's hurt.

There have been almost as many theories as there have been losses this season for the Calgary-born right-hander, whose record fell to 10-4 with a loss Sunday to the Kansas City Royals.

Whatever the reason — and Clemens does not subscribe to any of those theories — the three-time Cy Young Award winner is two games under .500 for the first time since June 1987 and has a 4.95 ERA at home this season.

Clemens has hit eight batters this season and has walked 57 in 173 1-3 innings, nearly one every three innings. He averaged only one walk per four innings during the previous three years.

Gary Gaetti, whose grand slam off Clemens led to the Royals' 5-2 victory Sunday, said Clemens is throwing fewer fastballs than in previous years.

Clemens had never given up a grand slam in 2,203 previous innings in the major leagues.

"Generally he gives the long one up with nobody on, but I'm sure there's a lot of firsts for him in his career this year," Gaetti said.

Boston Red Sox pitcher Roger Clemens has inexplicably struggled for much of the 1993 season.

Everybody has a theory, nobody has any solutions

By ROB GLOSTER
Associated Press

BOSTON

It's become a familiar routine after his starts this season — trying to figure out what's wrong with Roger Clemens.

Some batters say he's not throwing as many forkballs. Others say they're seeing fewer fastballs. Scouts claim he's lost confidence in his curveball. Opposing managers say he's lost his control. Fans wonder if he's hurt.

There have been almost as many theories as there have been losses this season for the Calgary-born right-hander, whose record fell to 10-4 with a loss Sunday to the Kansas City Royals.

Whatever the reason — and Clemens does not subscribe to any of those theories — the three-time Cy Young Award winner is two games under .500 for the first time since June 1987 and has a 4.95 ERA at home this season.

Clemens has hit eight batters this season and has walked 57 in 173 1-3 innings, nearly one every three innings. He averaged only one walk per four innings during the previous three years.

Gary Gaetti, whose grand slam off Clemens led to the Royals' 5-2 victory Sunday, said Clemens is throwing fewer fastballs than in previous years.

Clemens had never given up a grand slam in 2,203 previous innings in the major leagues.

"Generally he gives the long one up with nobody on, but I'm sure there's a lot of firsts for him in his career this year," Gaetti said.

Boston manager Butch Hobson said.

Clemens, who entered the game with a 14-4 career record and a 1.48 ERA against Kansas City, has only one win in his last nine starts. He is 0-4 with a 7.98 ERA in his last five Fenway Park starts.

Clemens, whose career ERA was 2.80 entering this season, led the American League in ERA the past three seasons. He has an ERA of 4.15 this year.

But even in his worst season, Clemens still is feared and admired by opposing batters.

"In my opinion, he's still in the top five as far as the best pitchers in baseball," Gaetti said. "When he's done, he'll be looked upon as one of the greatest that ever played and he'll have the numbers to back it up."
Reggie Brooks rolls as Redskins rout Cowboys

By DAVE GOLDBERG
Associated Press
WASHINGTON

Don't blame the Dallas Cowboys' 35-16 loss to the Washington Redskins Monday night on Emmitt Smith's holdout. The whole Dallas team failed to show up.

Rypien threw for three touchdowns, including one to Art Monk at the end of a 99-yard, third-quarter drive as the 1991 Super Bowl champions beat the 1992 version.

In fact, the preordained dynasty of the '90s showed clear signs of post-Super Bowl malaise.

The Cowboys lost the ball four times on fumbles, twice on punts, dropped a half dozen passes, never came close to sacking Rypien and were penalized seven times for 63 yards. They also allowed the Redskins, who put 116 yards in 20 carries from Brian Mitchell, to rush for 171 yards, more than Dallas allowed in any game last season.

And they would have lost by more had Washington not made 16 of 24 field goals.

It wasn't just the absence of Smith, the league's leading rusher the past two years — rookie Derrick Lassic, his replacement, gained 75 yards in 16 carries and was guilty of only one gross misdemeanor, a dropped pass with a lot of running room.

It was a general run of mistakes that began with a fumbled snap on the first play of the game. And mistakes even accompanied success — an 80-yard TD pass from Troy Aikman to Alvin Harper that gave the Cowboys a 6-0 lead was followed by a missed extra point by Lin Elliott.

Washington came right back after that to go 80 yards in 13 plays, the final one a 15-yard pass from Rypien to Ricky Sanders early in the second quarter. Rookie Reggie Brooks had 48 yards in eight carries on the drive.

Then came two gift touch-downs six minutes apart on either side of halftime that gave the Skins a 21-6 lead.

One, a 1-yard run by Mitchell with 40 seconds left in the half, followed a recovery by Pat Ellers of a punt that bounced off James Washington as he was trying to get away from the ball at the Dallas 17. The second, a 1-yard TD pass from Rypien to Ron Middleton, was set up by a 36-yard pass interference call on Dallas' Larry Brown.

The Cowboys finally got going then, taking just 2:13 to go 80 yards with Aikman hitting Harper for 32 yards out for the score.

But they couldn't benefit from a horrible Washington mistake — Mitchell, thinking he was in the end zone, knelt on the 1-yard line with the kickoff and the Redskins had to take over there.

Brown's crusade continues against Huskies

The Notre Dame volleyball team will open its home campaign tonight in the NCAA at 7:30 against the 24th-ranked Washington Huskies, hoping to improve its 3-1 record with a victory over ranked competition.

The Irish are coming off a second-place finish at the Big Four Classic, and hope to respond after a close defeat at the hands of No. 14 Kentucky. A victory over the Huskies would help coach Debbi Brown's crusade to lift the program into the national spotlight.

"Against Washington we need to work on our side-out offense, scoring quickly after the serve, which was pleasantly surprised with our blocking over the weekend, but our offense could use some improvement," noted Brown.

The starting unit proved very solid over the weekend, as the strong play of Jenny Birkner and Julie Harris cleared up any questions the Irish had.

But Brown wanted to be sure to get some of the younger players experience so that a deeper bench could be active come tournament time.

"We need to integrate our subs in a more defined pattern," added Brown.

Middle-blocker Molly Stark and setter Janette Kurek are expecting strong performances in the home opener of their senior season.

Stark, the most experienced